In 1937 the Reichsluftfahrtministerium (German Air Ministry) issued a contract to the Focke-Wulf
Flugzeugbau (Focke-Wulf Airplane Company) for a single-engined fighter to supplement the
Messerschmitt Bf 109 then entering service as the standard Luftwaffe day fighter. A team led by
Professor Kurt Tank tendered two proposals for the new fighter: one powered by the same DaimlerBenz DB 601 liquid-cooled engine used in the Bf 109 and the other by a BMW 139 fourteen-cylinder, aircooled, radial engine. With all available DB 601 production allocated to the Bf 109 and the twin-engine
Messerschmitt Bf 110, the Air Ministry selected the radial engine proposal for development, despite a
distinct preference for liquid-cooled powerplants. Designated Fw 190 officially but called Würger
(Butcher Bird) in the field, the new design was the only German fighter of World War II that flew behind
a radial engine. It claimed another notable first as the only fighter aircraft of the war equipped with
electrically-operated landing gear and flaps.

I like the drawings in the squadron books and I’ve have seen a Squadron inspired contest theme in the
past. I therefore have always wanted to build a scheme from their series of books. In this case I want to
model the Fw 190 F-8 as seen on the cover of ‘In Action’ book number 170. I would like to build this in
1/32 scale. I believe Revell makes the F-8 version in 1/32, but I would prefer to start with the Hasegawa
kit. I have it in stock and I know it’s a relatively good kit. Apparently Hasegawa did release a 1/32 F-8
version (limited edition), however it seems to be hard to find now. Fortunately it doesn’t take much to
convert an A-8 to a F-8. You’d be hard pressed to call it a conversion.
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The F-8 doesn’t have the outer MG 151 cannons so it’s just a matter of filling the hole in the leading
edges. Most F-8’s also had a blown canopy. I will use either a canopy from Hasegawa’s Fw 190 D-9 kit
or try to vacu form a copy. If anyone has a blown canopy that they wouldn’t mind parting with then
please let me know. The plane I’m making did not have the under wing bomb racks in place so that
problem is taken care of as well. The lower wing outer gun access panels will require some minor
modification also. Additionally F-8’s had additional internal armour but this can’t be seen so will not
need reproducing.
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As mentioned before I’ll be using Hasegawa’s 1/32 Fw 190 A-8 kit. Hasegawa also released the A-5
version, both of these represent the longer fuselage variants. A-0’s to A-4’s had a shorter fuselage. As
far as I’m aware markings for the plane that I’m building are not available in aftermarket decals, so I
intend on painting most of them. Hasegawa has been producing some excellent 1/32 aircraft kits at a
very reasonable cost. Although the interior or other features may not be to the same standard as
recent Tamiya releases, I believe that there isn’t much standing in the way to produce a very nice result.
As usual I’m intending to try a few new things. The biggest thing I’m contemplating is the addition of
rivets. Let’s see if I’m up to it.

I have some objectives in mind with this build.
•Add rivets to the fuselage and wings.
•I want the front cowl a slightly different tone than the rest of the paint. Seems quite common on Fw
190’s.
•Minimize aftermarket product use.
•Keep the paint thickness to a minimum.
•If I’m ambitious enough I’ll try to scratch build a SC500 bomb as seen in the picture.
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Before I start any construction I cleaned up my workbench. Nice and clean for the next disaster!?
Turning your cutting mat over doubles the life.

As is usually the norm construction will begin with the cockpit. The supplied pilot figure is not worth
keeping and will be relegated to the trash. Very few components are supplied to complete the cockpit.
Time to look up some reference and see if anything needs or can be added. At minimum seatbelts are
the one of the key items missing.

The side panels have pins that ensure they are assembled on the correct side. Nice little poke-yoke from
Hasegawa. Once glued on there’s a seam along the tub that isn’t supposed to be there. A little putty
hides it. The seat back is also a little thick. A few swipes of the sanding stick makes it look in scale.
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As mentioned before the seat needs some seatbelts. I usually have a hard time keeping the shackles
glued in place. They come off when I’m manipulating the belts into the seat. I tried something different
this time and drilled holes in the side (actual mounting location) and put 30 gauge wire through it. I
then put the shackle eye onto the wire and bent the ends. Is that too crazy?
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Eduard P/E used
Mounting location
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I don’t know about you, but photo etch can be a real pain, especially when all sorts of weaving is
required as is the case with these Eduard seat belts. The mounted shackles worked out very well
indeed.
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The shoulder belts were next. Eduard supply 2 types of mounts, but neither is representative of what
was used in Fw 190’s. I therefore drilled 2 holes per belt and fished 30 gauge wire through to mount a
triangular shackle. I used the triangular piece from one of the P/E mount options.
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And here’s the result. I can swing them out of the way for painting and for placing the seat in its’
location. 2 tweezers are definitely required when working with P/E. I don’t want to remember what
working in 1/48 scale is like with this stuff. Resin seats with moulded in belts is definitely the way to go.
The only disadvantage is that every seat looks the same where the P/E can be adjusted. No big thing in
the end though.
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The canopy position wheel which gets mounted to the starboard cockpit side had its’ holes drilled out.
Only took 2 minutes but I’ll be curious whether you’ll be able to see this extra effort once everything is
installed and painted. Time will tell. The P/E set came with rudder pedals, however the kit mouldings
are good enough and the pedals will likely be hard to see. The only thing I did was to add 1 mm masking
tape around them to represent the straps. I also drilled some holes and added some wires protruding
from the side panels. Time will tell if this will be visible as well. Lastly a throttle control was made and
added. I think that this may be all that is required for the tub section of the cockpit.
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End of the first part of this build article. It looks like the next thing that needs to be worked on is the
rivets. I need to complete the cockpit so that I can glue the fuselage together, however I think it will be
easier to add rivets with the fuselage (and the wings for that matter) separated. This might get
interesting…
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Welcome back to another instalment of the Fw 190 build. I’ve decided the next logical step in the build
is the addition of rivets to the fuselage and wings. Time will tell if this is really a ‘logical’ thing to do. I’ve
added a few rivets here and there on models replacing lost detail, however riveting the whole thing is
new territory. I hope I don’t create a lot of trouble for myself…

Here are the tools available to me. The ones on this page are very manual in nature and consist of
templates.

Hasegawa rivet templates
and rivet punch tool

1

Hasegawa circular rivet
punch tool
2

3
Lion Roar template with holes

Hasegawa (Tri-tool) curved
templates with holes

4

This set of tools are the rolling rivet makers. Dymo tape will likely be the best guide to use to place the
rows and to guide the wheel so the row is straight. First step will be to determine the appropriate rivet
spacing. In this case I chose a medium wheel with approximately a 1 mm pitch.

1
2
Hasegawa rivet tool

Trumpeter rivet tool with
additional wheels

I started placing Dymo tape at the ends to protect those areas. Then I laid a piece along the row I
wanted riveted. I started with the Trumpeter rivet roller. The rivet wheels are photo etched and are
thin as a result. Trumpeter utilize a plastic disk to support the wheel. I however found it difficult to see
where the wheel was going due to this support disk. Time to try the Hasegawa rivet roller. Here I was
able to see and follow the edge of the Dymo tape. It can be difficult to keep an equal amount of
pressure on the wheel, so there is some variance in the depth of the rivet. Regardless both tools did not
leave round impressions but rather wide hashes. As a result I needed to follow up every hole with a
manual punch. Sounds like doing the same work twice.
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I then tried the Lion Roar template, but couldn’t even try making one rivet as the template blocks your
vision as to where it lays on the panels. I therefore switched to the Hasegawa rivet template with a 1
mm pitch. I used tape to hold it in place and then pressed the punch into the plastic to make round
depressions. Since I would have had to follow all the rivet roller holes with a punch it made more sense
to do it just once.
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I highlighted the rivets with a silver Sharpie to show you the results.

Trumpeter Roller
Hasegawa Roller
Hasegawa template & punch

After a little while I had a section completed. I think I’ll end up just giving everything the lightest
sanding. It’s probably best to work in sections. This keeps things somewhat manageable and you’re
able to see progress.

After a little while I had a little more than half the lower wing riveted. I’m not tracking how much time
this takes, but this also is not a 20 hour exercise. Starting on the lower wing also allows for more
practice than the more visible upper surfaces. You can see the one area where I had to putty over a
mistake. No big deal to fix.

Things that I’ve learned about riveting:

•Layout your lines with pencil.
•Measure twice, rivet once.
•Tape the template securely to the model.
•Whatever is measured and riveted on the left side should be immediately replicated on the right side.
•Work in sections
•If there is a section that is too difficult to do don’t be afraid to leave it out.
•Provide support to the plastic.
•Take breaks.
•Consult a physician before trying any of this.

Scotchbrite pad
placed underneath
plastic for support

Taped down
template

The riveted sections. It does take a bit of time to do this.

I think I much prefer the kit manufacturers applying the rivets. Here’s some various examples.

1

Dragon 1/32 P-51D Mustang. Dragon was criticized for being too
heavy with the rivets. Probably somewhat justified criticism.

2

Trumpeter 1/32 Me-262. Trumpeter had heavy rivets and panel lines on
their earlier releases but appear to have listened and toned them down.

3

Hasegawa 1/32 Ki-84 Frank. Very few rivets employed along
the panel lines, but are good if present.

Here’s some 1/48 examples.

1

Tamiya 1/48 Fw 190 F-8. Just a few rivets employed but they are well
scaled. This is also one of their older kits.

2

Eduard 1/48 Fw 190 F-8. The benchmark of kits. Not every rivet is
present. If all had been present it might have looked garish.

3

Eduard 1/48 Fw 190 F-8. This kit stands up very well even when compared to the larger 1/32 kits.

Once the riveting was complete I was finally able to resume the build. The cockpit pieces were primed
black and then sprayed RLM 66 using Aeromaster paint, the stock of which is slowly dwindling down.
Everything was then sprayed with Future. The instrument panel sections were given a heavier
application of Future.
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End of part 2 of the build article. I’m still of two minds at this point regarding the application of rivets.
As I said I wasn’t timing myself when applying the rivets but it did take some time and it basically
stopped the building process. I have seen larger scale models that look bland without some extra
texture/detail on the panels, however I have also seen models where the paint finish has made the
model ‘work’. I’ll make my final judgement when the model is completed. Next article I plan on getting
the cockpit completed and maybe I’ll be able to start gluing some pieces together.
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Welcome back to another instalment of the Fw 190 build. After applying most of the rivets to the parts
it was time to get back to some building and painting. I needed to finish the cockpit and the tail wheel
so that I could install these and close the fuselage. I started with painting of the seat cushion and belts.
Vallejo paints were used for this mixing various colours to achieve a desirable tone. The second picture
shows the progress. Washes and detail highlighting is still required. I’m happy with the belts.
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2
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The instrument panel that is supplied comes with some nice raised detail that would look good with
drybrushing. I chose to try the supplied decals first as they also fill in some of the colours within the
dials. The panel decals come as one decal but they need to be cut into smaller pieces in order to have
any chance of conforming. It is difficult to get the decals to align 100%. I used the Micro Sol and Set to
help the decals conform. This makes the surface milky for some reason but most of it appears this goes
away when everything is dry. The second picture shows the panel with the highlights painted. The only
thing still required is a flat coat and glossing of the dials. I ended up putting Future in the dial faces in 3
applications in an attempt to simulate the glass. With one coat the dial was glossy but the raised detail
was still protruding.
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The first picture shows the cockpit almost complete. Still missing is the wash, flat coat, glossed dials and
adding silver wear mark on the edges with a Prisma pencil.

1
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I also added the canopy emergency release handle beside the canopy closing wheel.

1
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NASM Fw 190 F-8 cockpit

I was happy to discover that I could deviate from the instructions and glue the fuselage together without
adding the tail wheel. This can be assembled later. This will speed up assembly and minimize risk of the
assembled tail wheel breaking off. I inserted the cockpit tub and glued it only at the panel behind the
seat, not on the guides near the wing root to help with the wing mating. Lesson learned from the Ki-84
build. As for the cockpit, using the plastic pedals is probably the right move given how much can be
seen. Drilling the holes in the canopy wheel is something that really can’t be seen, so I could have saved
5 minutes. The instrument panel is set far back, but I think enough is visible where I’m pleased with the
results. The wires that were added to the front of the side panels are not visible either. Overall good
results can be achieved with the stock cockpit. As I said the absolute minimum required is a set of
seatbelts.
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No glue

2

The tail wheel is a little disappointing in the sense that the fork is right up against the tire. I used a
micro drill to create a space and used a knife to clean things up afterwards. I’ve seen some articles
where the tail wheel has been raised or the angle changed. Looking at pictures I really don’t see why
this is necessary.
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Classic example of someone with AMS. Not me this time.

The main wheel bay also provides strength and the correct angle for the wings. Part R8 has sloppy
locators so I used part T1 to help center everything. Small strips of plastic were added to fill in recesses
beside part R8. A curved blade was used to scrape away any ejector pin marks.
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For the main landing gear I drilled holes into the gear door cover supports and fished 30 gauge wire
through. I tried wrapping thin masking tape around the looped brake line section but wasn’t happy with
the result. Then I tried a small spring but the wire wasn’t strong enough to keep the loop shape. I
settled with Tamiya brake line in that section. I think it looks good and it was easy to add. The square
mounting pegs had to be filed to get them to fit into the receptacle. The fit was extremely tight. For the
gear retract assist arm I added wires and used thin tape to hold them together and represent a clamp.
Doing this wasn’t absolutely necessary but again it didn’t take long to add and will hopefully enhance
the finished product.
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Before gluing the top and bottom wings together I added the outer gun covers. I added the glue from
the inside of the wing to prevent any glue mishaps. Also deviating from the instructions I did not paint
the upper inside of the wing. This area is the exposed flap area. If you paint it before assembly the glue
required to join the wings will melt the paint. The flap mounts end up leaving the flaps sitting at almost
90º. Not very natural, so I carefully bent the tabs and added 20 though round stock as support. Picture
5 shows the difference in flap angle that results.
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5

4

20 thou round stock
added for strength
Unmodified

I first glued the lower wing to the fuselage and then added the upper wings to the assembly. Some
minor steps and gaps will need to be taken care of. The fit isn’t 100%, but it’s not that bad either. I had
wondered if I should rivet the upper panel behind the cockpit when the fuselage was separate, and the
answer is no, I should have done this when they were joined. No big deal to fix the alignment. Thin
tape was used to ensure the line of rivets was kept straight.
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Panel height
difference

3

I used a silver Sharpie to paint the seams. Then sanding started. Any silver still showing indicates gaps
that require further work to smooth out. I used Pro-Hobby sanders which help keep the shape of the
rounded sections. This is the basic equivalent of a Flexi-File but cheaper in the long run as you cut your
own sandpaper strips versus purchasing specialty ones. For the wing root I used Mr. Surfacer 1000 and
wiped away the extra with acetone.
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3

Silver – more
sanding required

2

4

At this point I can take the model and fly around the room with it. Surely this has to be a sign of
progress!

I’ll end this build article here. So far I am pleased with Hasegawa’s kit. The kit is starting to come
together. I’m preparing smaller parts for painting which I believe can happen soon. More on that and
other assemblies in the next article.
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Welcome back to another instalment of the Fw 190 build. Couple of things to clarify from part 3, the
Tamiya brake lines are found in their motorcycle kits. The sander holders are available from Hobby Link
Japan.
Now back to the build starting with the lower wing outer gun access panels. The supplied panels are for
the A-8 version and the F-8 version had it’s outer guns deleted and therefore had different panels.
These panels are not included in the kit.

1

What the panel should look like
(1/48 Eduard Fw 190 F-8)

2

Kit supplied panel

I sanded down the raised bulges on the panels and scribed new details onto them. Luckily there was
enough plastic on the panels where I didn’t sand through, although I did add a little plastic backing on
the inside as the scribing was starting to work its’ way through.

1

Raised bulges sanded flush

2

Back up plastic added
3

Scribing template utilized

4

Modified panels completed

The panels were glued to the lower wing, surrounding lines filled with Mr. Surfacer and rivets were
added. In hindsight I should have glued these panels in earlier, before all the riveting and do it all in one
shot.
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I also added a few more rivets on the front cowling. I however found working on the curved sections
difficult. The curved rivet templates really didn’t work very well. I therefore only added one row of
rivets along the front. The real cowling didn’t have the rivets that the rest of the plane had anyways.
Hasegawa also instruct to fill in part of a latch detail. That is actually correct for this version of the Fw
190. Earlier versions would have had this latch detail present so it’s actually moulded so that it can be
used for Hasegawa’s A-5 or A-8 version.
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Time to move onto preparing some of the smaller parts. The kit supplied pitot tube broke on me so I
happened to have something to replace it that turned out to be even better. I happen to have some
electrical pogo pins that are typically utilized to test electrical equipment in the automotive industry.
These are expensive and not easily obtainable. Don’t ask me where or how I obtained these…
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Kit part

The replacement pitot tube

The kit supplied DF antenna loop is useable, however I decided that I wanted mine to be a little more
representative of the real item. I also had visions of the plastic part breaking. I started by drinking a can
of Creemore Springs from my local brewery. From the empty can I cut a thin strip that would form the
antenna. On the first attempt I formed a loop with 2 bent tabs and glued it to the antenna base.
Unfortunately it wasn’t strong enough to stay in place.

1

Original part

First attempt

2

Forming the shape over tubing

For my second attempt I made 2 slots in the base utilizing a micro drill and a knife. Through these slots I
inserted the antenna and used CA glue to secure it. This provided a much stronger joint and also
enabled the manipulation of the loop without fear of it coming off the base. This work was a little
tedious but I am very pleased with the result.
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Inserting the beer can
into the slot

I also replaced the wing root cannon barrels with tubing. This little detail will definitely make the guns
look more realistic.
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Now it’s time to try something a little crazy. I know, that ship sailed a long time ago. The kit exhaust are
moulded solid and would need to be drilled out and carved with a knife. I thought I’d try something
different by squeezing small tubing and cutting the individual stacks.
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Tubing bent with flat nose pliers
3

4

Doing this was a bit time consuming but if I had drilled out the plastic parts I believe that it also would
have been a lengthy process.
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Homemade
part
compared to
kit part

Lower exhaust stack

Lower exhaust stack
4

Side exhaust stack

The tires…I had solicited some feedback regarding my options. The kit supplied tires are smooth but
typically the tires had an axial pattern as seen in the picture. Here are some of the options that were
put forth from everyone's feedback (thanks for the feedback btw):
1. Leave them as is stupid - This is probably the last option I’ll explore if nothing else works out.
2. Buy True Details aftermarket resin tires – Don’t want to pay high shipping costs for something that
could easily be thrown in an envelope. Also don’t want to wait that long.
3. Scribe the marks with a saw or a scribing tool – Hard to get the spacing right and keep the lines
straight. Might still be on the table as an option depending on how things go.
4. Use thin plastic card to create height differences – This one scares me a bit as the spacing would be
difficult to do as well, never mind all the cutting and gluing. Not really interested.
5. Mask the ridges and use different tone of paint – This is actually not a bad option. I’ve seen this
done on radial treads which would be easier. It was described as the lazy option.
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It was the last idea that got me thinking of another option. I used 0.7 mm masking tape to tape off the
grooves. The rim bolts were used to align the tape. I then sprayed several layers of Mr. Surfacer 1000
over the tires. I had some Mr. Surfacer seep below the masking, but that was likely due to the heavy
application of the stuff from the spray can. Just needed a little clean up work. Next time I think I would
also use 0.4 mm tape, although the tape I used still does the trick.
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More preparation work was done to try to paint as many things as possible in one session. Here I have
various parts skewered and prepared for painting. One outstanding item that I haven’t touched yet is
the canopy. I still need to have go at vac forming it. I have gotten the form correct, but I am missing the
proper material to form it at this time.

1

I’m going to end this article here. At this point everything is prepared for painting. I will cover that in
the next article. First up will be the primer and checking for any flaws. Stay tuned.
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Welcome back to another instalment of the Fw 190 build. Time to work towards what was the true
inspiration of this build, the painting. All the parts are first washed to remove any sanding debris and
give the plastic a good cleaning.

The cockpit was masked first. I then got out my Tamiya single action airbrush. I like using this especially
when priming or doing long painting sessions. Adjust the needle at the rear of the airbrush and just
push the trigger down. I find my hands get cramped if I do long spray sessions with a double action
brush as your finger is also trying to control the flow. All the parts were painted Steam Power Black.
You can see the rivets are standing out a bit more now that there’s some paint on.
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The primer showed up some areas that needed attention. Nothing too big to handle, just some careful
sanding and/or filling. Once that was done those areas were repainted black.
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I masked the rear tire and sprayed all items that needed it in RLM 02. I used Tamiya XF 22 RLM Grey for
this.
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Next I worked on the engine and front cowling. Typically the cowling and the fan cover the engine quite
well so I didn’t put any extra effort into adding any detail to the engine. I started by dry brushing the
cylinders. For this I used an old bottle of Model master Aluminum Plate. The paint at the bottom of the
jar is like a dry lake bed, but dabbing your brush into this is ideal for dry brushing purposes. The cowling
was then glued around the engine. The front seam was puttied and sanded and then painted black
again. Final test fitting does confirm that very little detail can be seen.
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Dry brushed cylinders
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The inside of the front cowling ring was masked as well as the engine opening. The ring was then glued
to the front cowling. The flap and the gear wells were also masked. The wells took a little time but I
thought it best to have them painted first versus painting them after the under surface colours were
applied. Liquid mask was also applied to add extra over spray protection.
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First thing I wanted to paint was the yellow theatre markings. The yellow was typically representative of
the eastern front. I decanted Mr. Color #4 into a jar and let the propellant dissipate for about an hour. I
started getting a dust like finish on the yellow. I didn’t want to start the painting process with problems!

1

Straw taped to
nozzle

2

Fizz, fizz
(propellant
dissipating)

Cling wrap to
prevent
splatter

4

3

I therefore decanted some Tamiya TS 34 Camel Yellow. This is the stuff that Brett Green (Hyper-Scale)
uses on his models. I chose the Mr. Color stuff originally to use up old stock. The caps suggested that
the Mr. Color stuff was very close to the Tamiya yellow. It wasn’t as is seen in the picture comparisons.
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Tamiya

Mr. Color

2

Tamiya

3

Mr. Color

I didn’t bother waiting for the Tamiya paint to dissipate but I also had problems that resulted in a gritty
dusty finish. I think this was due to the paint drying before it hit the surface. I was probably spraying
too fine. I pulled back more on the double action airbrush to increase the flow and this seems to have
resolved the issue. A much smoother finish resulted.
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Nice smooth finish with
a nice yellow tone

After letting the yellow dry for one day and sanding any rough spots with 1500 grit sandpaper I went
about masking off all the yellow. The rudder, fuselage band, cowling and under wing tips. For the
fuselage band I used narrow masking tape and built up the width with various strips. This uses more
tape but I did this to keep the band parallel.
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I had 2 bottles of a home made mix of RLM 76. When I opened them they both had different tones! I
believe there is just too much debate anyways about the tonal accuracy of aircraft colours, especially
when it comes to RLM colours. I decided to uses the 3 part painting system so I chose the greyish tone
as my undercoat, deciding that the bluer tone would be more ideal for the final blending coat.
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Final
blending
colour

Base colour

I added Liquitex flow aid and Tamiya clear to my paint mixture to aid in the flow out of the airbrush. I
decided to use my Iwata TR-1 for the spraying. This is also great for longer spraying sessions as it has a
trigger. The handle section can also be purchased and added and this combination it a great relief to
hand cramps. I made sure to apply the colour very thin. A solid coat isn’t required. The paint mixture
went on very well with no problems.
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The under sides and the side of the fuselage received the first RLM 76 coat. Note the patchy
appearance.
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Time to move on to the second phase of the painting process. I sprayed Tamiya XF 22 RLM Grey along
all panel and rivet lines. The second colour isn’t too critical, it just needs to be darker and in the general
tonal range. The paints are also progressively thinner at every stage.
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Step 3 is the blending coat. The final colour is darker than the base coat but lighter than the panel
highlight colour. Again the paint is even thinner. The first 2 pictures show that this technique easily
allows you to correct errors from the previous stage. The panel highlights do not need to be precise.
That’s one reason why I like this technique and typically use it on my planes. Thanks Frank P. for
showing me this technique. I also did all 3 steps consecutively, not waiting for paint to dry in between
because all the layers are very thin and I was using Tamiya paints which dry relatively quick.
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Overspray error

3
Step 2: Panel highlights

Step 3: Final blending coat

And here is the lower surface with the main colour(s) applied. Time to let this sit a while and dry
thoroughly.
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I’ll end this update here. All in all nothing too dramatic happened with the painting, but the yellow did
worry me a little bit at first. I’ll add some variances to the yellow with some washes, but that will be
latter in the build. The top colours will be up next and will require some masking perhaps.
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Welcome back to another instalment of the Fw 190 build. I had started the painting process at the end
of the last build article, so obviously I’ll continue with the paint application. The light blue was already
applied to the under sides and the fuselage sides. In retrospect I could have applied this colour to the
whole plane as it would have acted as a pre-shade colour for the darker grey which is the next colour to
be applied. I’m trying to get into the habit of utilizing packing foam when I grab the painted model. I
still get finger prints onto the paint and this should prevent that from happening. I started things off by
masking the wings and the horizontal tail planes.

1

The areas around the wings and the horizontal tail planes are masked and ready for painting. The grey
that belongs on the plane is RLM 75. I used Tamiya XF-25 as the base coat, Tamiya XF-63 to highlight the
panel lines and Gunze H69 as the blending coat.

1

2

Panel highlight coat

Base coat

3

Panel highlight coat

Final blending coat

I deviated from what would figure to be the normal painting by not painting the RLM 75 onto the
fuselage as well. The reason I did this is because I wanted to do the masking for the wings and
horizontal surfaces only once. I therefore decided to apply the green onto the areas I had just sprayed
and paint the grey and green on the fuselage later. It was a little difficult for me to figure out what
colour green should be used. Typically RLM 74 would be applied to a Fw 190, but this colour is too grey.
My best guess is that it’s RLM 83. Again I wasn’t about to get too hung up about matching the colour
exactly. I tried different greens on a piece of paper to help me decide.
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1
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I decided to use Tamiya XF-13. I didn’t do the ‘normal’ three step process. Since I had already
highlighted the panel lines with the grey I tried to utilize this for the green. What I ended up doing is
spraying the green along the panel lines and then filling in the areas but not as heavily. This produced
the desired effect. All camouflage was applied freehand, no masks were used. With the exception of
the yellow fuselage band, cockpit and the rudder, all masking was removed and the plane was placed in
the dry booth.

1

2

The cowling was painted so I removed the masking to have a look. I know the gloss on the yellow
throws things off a bit but so far the results look pleasing. The second picture shows the incomplete
paint job. The upper fuselage still needs camouflage applied. The rivets are showing up nicely as well.

1

2

Just about when I was about to paint the fuselage I noticed that the under side paint had been
damaged. Looks like an errant splash of lacquer thinner. The other nice thing about the 3 step painting
technique is that it makes touch ups much easier. I had my paint reference list at hand since I can’t be
bothered to remember what paints were used. The paint jars pile up quickly on the workbench so the
list helps avoid any confusion. Note in picture 3 I’ve already applied the RLM 75 Grey.

2

1

3

No need to describe painting the top fuselage as I’ve already explained the process. The green was
applied and I was just about to remove the masking from the fuselage band and rudder when I realized
that I had forgotten to paint the grey mottling. No big deal, I got out the airbrush and painted Gunze
H69 on the fuselage sides and tail. This was just ghosted on to create the desired effect.

1

2

3

After mottling was applied I
removed the masks for the yellow

That’s all the main colours applied on the plane. Time to get started on the other details. There’s still a
lot of painting left. While the plane paint was drying I decided to start the masking for the spinner. Not
any easy task. I used 0.7 mm tape and used 3 mm tape to keep the tape parallel. There’s actually two
pieces of the 0.7 mm tape that are running parallel. With a little patience and time I had something that
was ready to be sprayed with the white. I used liquid mask to make sure everything is properly sealed.

1

2

3

4

5

6

Time to start some tedious masking. I used the various strips of masking tape that I’ll be using to paint
the ‘E’ to build the shape. It’s a bit of extra work initially and wasted a little tape, but when it comes
time to painting I’ll be assured that all the lines are the proper width and properly spaced. Note the ‘E’
in the photograph has a shorter middle dash than the drawing. Default to the photograph.
Wider width tape represents the black centre.

1

The whole ‘E’ will be painted white first. Then
the narrow tape gets applied and the centre
sections will be painted black.

Narrow width (0.7 mm) tape represents the white
outline.

3
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4

2

I followed a similar process for the fuselage cross. I’m not using the decals in the picture as they are for
another plane. I also want to avoid hiding all the work I put into the rivets.

1

2

First step is to place a mask parallel to the panel line
(red arrow).

3

Then I place various widths of masking tape until
28 mm is achieved (cross dimension). I do it this
way to keep things parallel/square.

6 mm tape

With the outer width determined (beige tape),
6mm tape is placed on the inside of each line.

4

I used a square to create a 90º angle at the
top.

1

2

Again I place various widths of masking tape until
28 mm is achieved.

3

Once the bottom border is determined and
masked I place 6 mm tape inside the horizontal
borders.

4

The next step required a very sharp blade. I have
an X-Acto knife handle that I only put surgical
blades in.

1

2

This creates the overall cross shape. This will be
painted white and then masks will be applied.
Then black will be sprayed.

Carefully make a cut along the tape edges.

3

I keep a reference
list as to the
various tape
widths that are
required for the
masking.

4

The process continues with other markings.

There’s still lots of masking left to do. I’ll continue that in the next build article.
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Welcome back to another instalment of the Fw 190 build. I am continuing with the masking process. I
do have the national markings in decal form, but they are Hasegawa and not aftermarket. The
Hasegawa decals are a little thicker and the white looks a little yellow. That is why I am going through
the extra work of masking all these.

1

I do have a chevron in my aftermarket decals, but I need it for the plane I plan on building and the
colours are reverse of what I need. I was however able to determine that I needed a 50° angle.

Template was used to cut a
50º angle.

1

Chevron shape was placed
using centre marks.

2

Chevron shape was removed.

4

Using the widths that I’ll use
for painting I laid out where
the centre border will be.

5

Outline was masked.

Basic shape ready for white
paint.

3

6

Masking the small ‘E’ was a little trickier, mainly due to the smaller shape of the letter.
Starboard side masked and ready for white
paint.

1

Notice anything on the port side? Looks like I
had a dyslexic moment and masked it in a
mirror image.

How it should look. I think the mistake was a
result of working on it upside down. It looked
right for a while.

3

2

The upper wing crosses were next.

Using a panel line, parallel
masks were placed to a
measured distance.

1

Same thing was done for the
next mask. Measurements
came from the decals.

2

Spacing masks were removed.
I now have 2 parallel lines.

3

5

Spacing masks removed and
basic cross shape obtained.

6

1st mask line
1st mask line

Front spacing mask is applied.

4

2nd mask line

Spacing masks and cross lines
applied.

Cross lines

Upper wing cross masks continued.

To mask the outer border I
cut tape ends at 90º.

1

Outer corners masked.

2

Inside masked.

4

Cross mask guides removed.

5

Start of inside mask.

More masks to determine the
outer edge of the cross.

3

6

Masking, masking, masking….
This is repeated until the entire cross is
masked to the required shape.

1

2

And the lower cross outline is masked.

3

There was some tedious work required, but I finally neared the end of all the major masking.
The upper wing is all masked ready for some
white paint.

1

Since I was at it I also masked the walkway
demarcation lines. The Hasegawa decals weren’t
my preferred choice.

And finally I was able to apply some
Zero white.

3

2

The masks can be deceiving. There were many times when I thought the lines weren’t parallel or the
angles weren’t 90°. You just have to have faith in what you did and go for it. I was able to unmask the
upper wings since I didn’t need to paint any black. The result so far is very pleasing.

1

No touch ups were required on the upper wings.



2

Time for more masking. The next step is required to cover the areas that are to remain white.
All the areas that are to remain white were masked.

1

Additional masking was applied between the
outline masks and the white line masks to
prevent seepage between the tape lines.

2

And finally I was able to pull the masks off and judge the results. I am very pleased with the outcome.

1

2

This was the only area
where some paint came off.

3

I think this is
because of the
silver Sharpie.
Next time I’ll
clean the silver
off. The effect
is real enough
to leave on
however.

4

Trim tabs were masked and
painted red.

5

The complex masking
seems to have paid off.

6

Small parts detailing was the next step. These parts will be attached at the end to minimize the risk of
them breaking or getting lost.
MIG pigments were used to
weather the tires.

1

The weathered tires.

2

I managed to vacu-form the
blown canopy, however it wasn’t

3

as clear as the kit part. I’ll be using
the kit part instead and using the
standard canopy when I get around
to building the Fw 190 D-9.

4
Main gear
legs with
black decals
and white
paint to
suggest
writing.

Gear retraction linkage
with painted details.

5

Boarding step painted up.

6

A wash was applied next. Just a simple mixture of Abteilung 502 black oil and odourless turpentine.
Although a little hard to see in picture 1, it does make a nice difference. All the rivet work is starting to
show some results.

1

Wash.

2

No wash.

The only decals used were the swastikas (Eagle Edition)
and small data labels (Hasegawa).

One more build article update and this plane should be done. I’m really excited about how the masked
markings turned out and how everything is looking in general. The closer I get to the end the less
chance of screwing things up. 
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Welcome back to the last instalment of the Fw 190 build. I ended the last update by stating that there’s
less of a chance of screwing things up the closer I get to the end. Well it wouldn’t be a real build article
unless something did screw up. Stay tuned for those details in the coming pages. I’ll start this update
with the bomb that I wanted to add. There wasn’t one in the kit and none available that I’m aware of,
so scratch building is the solution.

This is the bomb
represented on the cover
of the Squadron book
and the one I wish to
replicate.

*Reproduced without permission. Not intended for distribution.

I got out my Eduard 1/48 Fw 190 F-8 kit which had the AB 500 bomb. I took the measurements off the
kit part and scaled it up to 1/32. The picture below shows the actual size of the item I want to make.

AB 500 bomb
Scaled to 1/32 scale

I started off by sacrificing a Gundam marker. I needed the cap which was a 15 mm diameter.

1

2

Cap body and opening
stuffed with epoxy.

Sacrificial marker.
4

Rod epoxyed into body and
nose rough trimmed.

3

Centre marked on cap.
5

Part chucked in electric drill
and nose filed round.

6

Main body cut to length.

I used the metal from a beer can to form the end cone. Don’t ask me how I managed to get the shape
close to the required dimensions, it was probably more luck than skill.

1

Cone shape and glued with
CA glue.

2

Cone puttied and then
sanded.

3

Fins fabricated and glued on.
4

The finished product. Not perfect but I imagine the Germans
didn’t spend a lot of time making the real things perfectly
shaped either.

I used the kit supplied clear parts for the gun sight. I used clear green at the edges to make them look
more like real glass. I like the effect and will have to keep that technique in mind for future builds.

1

O.K., time to talk about the cock up I mentioned earlier. Wouldn’t you know it’s the canopy. I was very
careful with the masking, employing the overlap technique. Unfortunately I had what looked like
seepage at the top of the canopy.

1

2

3
Arrghhhh!

Careful overlapping with the
tape.

A sharp knife was used to cut
along the edges.
4

Arrghhhh!

I dipped the whole canopy in Future which
made it clear again. I then masked and painted
the frames but the defect still showed up even
though I took even greater care.

Arrghhhh!

5

It was at this time that I also came across a discovery. The Squadron cover picture always looked like a
blown canopy to me, and most F-8’s had them. However on closer examination I discovered that a
standard canopy was on the plane. The blown canopy has a rear headrest area that is solid. In the
pictures you are able to see through so it has to be a standard canopy.

1

See
through

2

Solid

See
through
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3

I’m dipping the blown canopy in rubbing
alcohol to strip it back to it’s original state.

4
Paint
stripped

5

See
through

A little hard to see but the paint and the
Future is starting to come off. Hopefully I
can salvage the unit.

I didn’t dip the standard canopy in Future but instead cleaned it up with fine polishing compound. I
then masked it and painted it and somehow it came out with no problems. I’m still analysing what
happened with the blown canopy so that I don’t have a repeat issue. I believe what happened is that
the top front area of the canopy (circled) is shaped in a way that didn’t let the Future drip down to the
tissue that was soaking up the excess Future. As a result I had a thicker layer here that probably didn’t
dry thoroughly and as a result I got the wrinkly masking tape appearance. Looks like I’ll be able to use
the blown canopy on my Fw 190 D-9 after all.

Canopy
saved!

1

2
No problems
here.

Other details on the model.

1

It was hard to ‘mess up’ the plane with the
exhaust staining, but I think it turned out O.K.

3

2

Missing in the kit but the dimple is in place for
the gear down indicator.

4

Main gear with
placards and
bare metal foil
used on the
oleos.
I’m very happy with how the pitot tube looks,
and it doesn’t break easy…not that gives you
license to try.

Other details on the model.

1

Hasegawa’s wing tip light is simple and an
effective solution. A straight pin that is
pushed in and just needs some clear paint.

Bomb glued in place.

3

Both antennas were replaced with metal
parts.

2

4

End of antenna was replaced with stainless
steel wire.

And now onto the reveal of the finished model.

1

And now onto the reveal of the finished model.

1

2

3

4

This was the second 1/32 Hasegawa kit that I have built. I can’t speak highly enough of these kits,
especially considering their typical lower price. They have excellent quality and are easy to build. The
only thing really missing from these kits are seatbelts. Again, I tried a few different things during this
build and have hopefully learned something from it. Obviously the biggest thing I did was addition of
the rivets. It sure does make a nice difference to the final result. Would I do rivets again? I wouldn’t
jump into it automatically, it’s a bit of work. Only if I thought it would make a great difference would I
take on rivets again. There’s still a lot that can be done using the airbrush instead, but I’m glad I tried it.
I was also happy with the overall paint job and the painted on markings. The extra work was worth it.
Most of all I’m happy that I replicated something from the front cover of a squadron book. It was nice
inspiration. Now where is that Classic Airframes Meteor F8 Halestorm?
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